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- **N-Size:** USED proposes to leave the n-size determination up to the state, unless the state wants to go above 30, in which case the state will have to justify a larger n-size. AASA applauds USED for preserving the intended state flexibility around this provision, and is opposed to any regulation that would further lower the n-size cap. *The only change in the final regulation is that a state, in submitting its information to account for an n-size larger than 30, must include data on the number and percentage of schools in the state that would not be held accountable from each subgroup based on the State’s proposed n-size, compared to the number and percentage of schools in the state that would not be held accountable if the state had selected an n-size of 30.*

- **95 Percent Participation:** ESSA maintains the requirement that 95 percent of students take the tests. USED’s proposed regulations leave it up to the states to determine how to respond to/cope with schools that do not reach the threshold, and require states to take serious action, but stop short of federal prescription about what that action/consequence might be. AASA is opposed to any further prescription on this topic. This would include any effort to establish a role for USED beyond merely reviewing any state-determined “equally rigorous” state action. The final regulation must reserve true flexibility for states in determining state action, and establishing a role of USED to approve/deny any state proposal runs in direct conflict with the underlying statute. *The regulation was tweaked slightly such that when a state pursues the 4th option (using a state-identified action to improve participation) that action must be ‘sufficiently rigorous’ to improve a school’s participation rate and removes the requirement for the action to be ‘equally rigorous’ and result in a similar outcome as described in 200.15(b)(2)(i)-(iii).*

- **Summative Indicator:** AASA is opposed to USED’s regulation (200.18) that requires the state plan to include one summative rating from at least three distinct rating categories for each school. The statute requires evaluation of LEAs and schools on academic and non-academic factors, but stopped short of requiring each to be rated by a single indicator. This step away from reducing a school to a single letter or number score is important and provides flexibility and support for more nuanced state and district reporting, including the use of data dashboards. Reliance on a summative indicator mirrors current reporting requirements, blurs the nuance that comes from multiple and varied indicators, unnecessarily hinders the ability of state and local education agencies to consider new approaches and increases the likelihood of states just maintaining the status quo of the broken NCLB. AASA urges USED to revise its proposed regulation to more closely mirror the underlying statute, which preserves the flexibility to implement a variety of data indicators (sometimes referred to as a dashboard), which would allow state and local education agencies to provide intervention and continuous improvement supports with greater accuracy. The final regulation must clarify that the state retains the discretion in determining whether to use a data dashboard or a single summative indicator. *The changes here while a step in the right direction, are quite mild. The draft regulations required states to have a single summative rating for their schools (A-F, or a number, or a category). The final regulation clarifies that state can use the ratings within ESSA (comprehensive or targeted) as their summative ratings, but do not have to go so far as to identify a specific grade/number/score.*
The regulations also clarify that states can use a dashboard to explain how schools are performing on each of the different indicators within their state accountability system.

- **Timeline for Implementation for Comprehensive Supports**: AASA is opposed to the proposal, which would require all SEAs to identify LEAs in need of support/improvement for the start of the 2017-18 school year. It is very likely that states may not have their accountability plans finalized until well into the 2016-17 school year. This unnecessarily rushed timeline creates a scenario whereby a school in the first year of ESSA implementation will be labeled as needing support based on 2016-17 data, which is NCLB data. Given that 2017-18 is the first year of ESSA implementation, it follows that identification under ESSA would come only after ESSA-related data has been collected, at the end of the 2017-18 school year for the 2018-19 school year. AASA is concerned this proposal creates uncertainty as state and local education agencies may be unclear about which data is shaping their accountability status for 2017-18 (NCLB or ESSA?). AASA is concerned that this proposal, like the summative indicator, increases the likelihood that states maintain the status quo or, at best, implement only minor or peripheral changes to their systems. Further, USED’s proposal requires states to submit their accountability plans by one of two dates (March 6 or July 5, 2017). AASA appreciates the flexibility of having options, but we are concerned that states submitting under the second (July) deadline will not receive USED feedback (whether approval or call for revision) until after the start of the 2017-18 school year. This puts states in the position of having to identify states before they know if their accountability proposal has been approved. AASA proposes that USED treat the 2017-18 school year in a manner consistent with how it treated the 2016-17 school year after ESEA waivers expired, and freeze accountability ratings/labels. This approach gives state and local education agencies the opportunity to design, submit for approval and implement ESSA accountability constructs and to ensure that schools in need of intervention under ESSA are identified using ESSA data. The final regulation provides states with one extra year to identify groups of schools in need of additional attention and support. Rather than identify these schools at the start of the 2017-18 school year, that timeline is now the start of the 2018-19 school year. Specifically, states will have to identify lowest performing schools and those with low graduation rates (comprehensive improvement) as well as schools with low-performing sub-groups (targeted improvement) in 2018-19, and the requirement to identify schools where subgroups of students are consistently underperforming (relative to peers) for targeted improvement is pushed to 2019-20. State accountability plans will be submitted April 3 or September 18 (pushed back from proposed March and July dates). You can see a graphic representation of ESSA timelines here.

- **Foster Child Transport**: AASA strongly opposes USED’s proposed regulation as it relates to the transportation of foster children. The USED proposal deems that when it comes to transporting children in foster care, if the child welfare agency and district cannot reach an agreement the LEA is fiscally liable to cover transportation costs. AASA agrees with the right of students in foster care to have transportation to their school of origin, but finds that USED’s proposed regulation is an egregious overreach in direct conflict with the underlying statute. The ESSA statute requires a collaborative approach between child welfare agencies and LEAs and provides that if there are additional costs for transporting students in foster care, the district “will provide transportation” for the child if the local child welfare agency agrees to reimburse the local educational agency for the cost of such transportation; if the local educational agency agrees to pay for the cost of such transportation; or if the local educational agency and the local child welfare agency agree to share the cost of such transportation. It does not identify any specific entity as fiscally liable although AASA would argue that the agency that determines the placement for the child and is financially responsible for all other costs associated with the child in foster care should be required to pay for costs pertaining to transportation. USED’s proposal directly undermines the collaborative, carefully negotiated language in ESSA and reduces the responsibility of the child welfare agency to meaningfully engage in discussions with the LEA. AASA reiterates that USED regulation in this area is
unnecessary beyond simply underscoring that the LEA will provide transportation only in the three specified instances. You can read a detailed summary of the changes on our blog. This final rule on the transportation of children in foster care to their schools of origin is a marked departure from initial proposal. The final rule also substantially modifies ED’s previously-issued guidance on the same subject. The final regulation is much more closely aligned with the underlying statute and requires LEAs that receive Title I Part A funds to collaborate with State and local child welfare agencies to develop procedures that describe which agency/agencies will pay for additional costs during disputes over which agency/agencies must pay.

- **Previously Identified Child with a Disability**: AASA appreciates the Department’s openness to including students who have exited special education within the special education subgroup for up to two years. When a student no longer requires an IEP, it does not mean the student no longer has a disability—it simply means they no longer require specifically designed instruction from special education personnel. The student may still very well be a struggling learner and need interventions to be successful. Additionally, the first two years after being exited a student is transitioning. When students are in special education and receiving services to support academics, the students are receiving a lot of scaffolding and accommodations to support their learning. Modifications in strategies, content and time are made to focus on the most critical skills for learning. When the student exits, those accommodations can change and students need to make adjustments. AASA believes it would be beneficial though, to align the subgroup criteria to English learners which would mean allowing districts to include former students with disabilities in the subgroup for up to four years. The final regulation did not adjust the timeline to four years. It allows a state to include the scores of students previously identified with a disability for up to two school years following the year in which the students exit from special education services.

- **Definition of Long-Term English Learners**: AASA does not believe research supports a single maximum time limit that would make sense for the diverse English learner population. Allowing States flexibility to establish a timeline for attainment of English language proficiency makes sense given that one State may, for example, have a significantly larger population of newly arrived English learners than another State. Just as the Department provides for flexibility in setting long-term goals for English learners, it should maintain flexibility for determining proficiency. This section was revised in the final rule. States still have to establish a uniform procedure with three elements (selected student characteristics; applicable timelines (up to a state-determined maximum number of years to attain ELP); and student-level targets). This represents a small improvement in that while it still requires the definition of a timeline for attainment of ELP, it leaves the discretion of that timeline to the state.

- **Consistently Underperforming**: ESSA does not provide a federal definition for the term ‘consistently underperforming’. In its regulations, USED proposes that as a state works to identify those schools with subgroups that are consistently underperforming, that those determinations be made over a timeframe that does not exceed two years. AASA is opposed to this proposal as it is a partial definition on a term that ESSA intended to be crafted at the state and local level. AASA strongly believes that states should define consistently underperforming in the broader context of their accountability system and that such a definition includes any timeframe or constraints. AASA urges USED to revise its proposal around this term by removing any reference to timeline. The final rule is revised to allow a state to consider a school’s performance among each subgroup of students in a time period longer than two years, if the state demonstrates that a longer timeframe will better support these students to make significant progress in achieving long-term goals.

- **School Approval in Comprehensive Supports and Improvement Plans**: In 200.21, USED proposes that a school must approve the comprehensive support plan the LEA designs. AASA strongly supports the role of a school as a stakeholder informing the design of the support plan, but opposes the idea that the school must approve of the plan. When it comes to school governance, the school is part of a
district, and the LEA is the governing entity. To the extent that the school is within a district, it is important to preserve the role of the district (at the superintendent/school board level) in ultimately approving/denying the approaches adopted for the schools it serves. We cannot provide the lowest-performing schools with a veto power over the LEA's improvement plan. It would be unusual and incongruous for ESSA to establish a "school" as an entity separate from the LEA; more troubling, such an interpretation could seriously interfere with LEAs' efforts to provide the quality education students in these schools deserve. AASA encourages USED to rewrite the regulation to ensure that schools are meaningfully engaged in the process of designing the support plan but stop short of requiring the school to explicitly approve the comprehensive support plan. The final rule did not make this change, and USED did not discuss why it declined to address the concern. There is speculation that USED may have felt bound by the underlying statute, which in and of itself mirrors the proposed regulation. As written and finalized, schools will have to approve their support plan.

- **Four-Year Graduation Rate**: AASA supports flexibility as it relates to calculation of graduation rates. In a time of increased personalized education, coupled with the realities of legal obligations for high school experiences that last more than four years, and the realities of schools doing great work to support struggling students, we are concerned about the possible requirement that only the four-year graduation rate be used to determine which high schools must be identified for interventions if the rate falls below 67 percent. This regulation seems in direct conflict with ESSA language, which is clear to identify state and local control as critical for success. State and local education agencies must have the ability to accommodate extended learning timelines for especially at risk students, students with disabilities and English language learners. AASA urges USED to revise its position and ensure section 200.13 maintains states discretion and authority to determine and use a graduation rate beyond four years. No change.

- **Overview Section in LEA Report Cards**: Section 200.30(b)(2) and 200.31(b)(2&3) require that SEA and LEA report cards must contain full accountability information and a clearly labeled ‘overview’ section. This is not specified in the statute. The regulations specify what must be in the overview section, and are quite comprehensive. The LEA report cards must have an overview section that is limited to 2 pages, which could prove limiting depending on the design of a state’s accountability system. While the regulation allows reporting additional subgroups (including migrant, gender, homeless, foster and active military duty) in a separate section, it could prove confusing to have it reported in a separate section. While AASA appreciates the intent to make the most important information easily available to parents and the public, we recommend that the decision on how to create an overview section for the report cards be left to the state and local education agencies, and if USED feels the need to provide any additional information, that it be done through non-binding guidance rather than regulation. The final rule made a very small change, eliminating the requirement that the LEA overview be on a single sheet of paper. AASA would have preferred more discretion for LEAs and SEAs to create their report card overviews.

- **Mailing LEA Report Cards Overview**: In section 200.31(d)(3), USED proposes that the LEA must mail the overview section for the LEA Report Card and for each school report card to parents directly. This creates a cost for LEAs, who could distribute the information directly to parents in other ways, including through email, in person at parent meetings, or through handouts to students to take home. AASA recommends the regulation be removed, and that the final rule allow LEAs to comply with direct distribution to parents through other means, and not strictly by mail. The final rule was revised to clarify that LEAs can disseminate the LEA report card overview to parents by multiple means, including email, mail or other direct means of distribution.